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Abstract. We design succinct nondeterministic finite automata accepting pushdown store languages — i.e., the languages consisting of the
pushdown contents along accepting computations of pushdown automata.
Then, several restricted variants of pushdown automata are considered,
leading to improved constructions. Finally, we apply our results to decidability questions related to pushdown automata.
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Introduction

Beside the formal definition of the accepted or generated language, the introduction of an accepting or generating device always brings the attention to several
“auxiliary” formal structures related to the device itself (see, e.g., [5, 10]). Such
structures are not only interesting per se, but their investigation has often other
relevant motivations.
In this paper, we focus on pushdown store languages for pushdown automata
(PDA). Given a PDA M , its pushdown store language P (M ) consists of all
words occurring on the pushdown store along accepting computations of M . It
is known from [1, 4] that, surprisingly enough, P (M ) is regular. Here, we design
succinct nondeterministic finite automata (NFA) for P (M ). In Section 3, we
outline the construction of NFA, whose size (i.e., number of states) is quadratic
in the number of states and linear in the number of pushdown symbols of M .
Then, we show that this size bound cannot be improved in general by pointing
out its asymptotical optimality. In Section 4, we deal with restricted versions of
PDA, namely: PDA which never pop, stateless PDA, and counter machines. For
any of these restrictions, we present optimal NFA for pushdown store languages,
which are strictly smaller than the NFA given for the general case. Finally, in
Section 5, we apply these results to the analysis of the hardness of some decision
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problems related to PDA. We show that the questions of whether P (M ): (i) is a
finite set, or (ii) is a finite set of words having at most length k, for a given k ≥ 1,
or (iii) is unary, can be answered in deterministic polynomial time. Moreover, we
also prove the P-completeness of these questions. As an application, we obtain
that it is P-complete to decide whether a given unambiguous PDA is a constant
height PDA [2, 3], or is a PDA of constant height k, for a given k ≥ 1, or to
decide whether a given PDA is essentially a counter machine. Due to lack of
space, some proof details are moved to the Appendix.
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Preliminaries

A pushdown automaton (PDA, see e.g., [6]) is formally defined to be a 7-tuple
M = hQ, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , Z0 , F i, where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite input
alphabet, Γ is a finite pushdown alphabet, δ is the transition function mapping3
Q × (Σ ∪ {λ}) × Γ to finite subsets of Q × Γ ∗ , q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
Z0 ∈ Γ is a particular pushdown symbol, called the bottom-of-pushdown symbol,
initially appearing on the pushdown store, and F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting (or
final) states. Roughly speaking, a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is a
PDA where the pushdown store is never used. A configuration of M is a triple
(q, w, γ), where q is the current state, w the unread part of the input, and γ the
current content of the pushdown store, the leftmost symbol of γ being the top
symbol. For p, q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ ∪ {λ}, w ∈ Σ ∗ , γ, β ∈ Γ ∗ , and Z ∈ Γ , we write
(q, aw, Zγ) ` (p, w, βγ) if (p, β) ∈ δ(q, a, Z). The reflexive transitive closure of `
is denoted by `∗ . The language accepted by M by accepting states is the set
L(M ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | (q0 , w, Z0 ) `∗ (f, λ, γ), for some f ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ ∗ }.
The pushdown store language of M (see, e.g., [1, 4]) is the set P (M ) of all
words occurring on the pushdown store along accepting computations of M :
P (M ) = {u ∈ Γ ∗ | ∃x, y ∈ Σ ∗ , q ∈ Q, f ∈ F :
(q0 , xy, Z0 ) `∗ (q, y, u) `∗ (f, λ, γ), for some γ ∈ Γ ∗ }.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume PDA to be in normal form, i.e.,
they can push at most two symbols at each move.
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Pushdown Store Languages: the General Case

Already in [4], it is proved that P (M ) is regular. Here, inspired by [1], we construct an optimal size NFA for P (M ) as:
Theorem 1. Let M = hQ, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , Z0 , F i be a PDA. Then, P (M ) is accepted by an NFA with |Q|2 (|Γ | + 1) + |Q|(2|Γ | + 3) + 2 states. Moreover, there
exist infinitely many PDA MQ,Γ such that every NFA accepting P (MQ,Γ ) needs
Ω(|Q|2 |Γ |) states.
3

The empty word is here denoted by λ.
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Proof. (outline, see Appendix) We define the set Acc(Q) (resp., Co-Acc(Q)) representing all the pushdown contents reachable from the initial configuration (resp.,
from which a final state can be reached). We let [Q] = {[q] | q ∈ Q}, and define:
Acc(Q) = {[q]u ∈ [Q]Γ ∗ | ∃x, y ∈ Σ ∗ : (q0 , xy, Z0 ) `∗ (q, y, u)},
Co-Acc(Q) = {[q]u ∈ [Q]Γ ∗ | ∃y ∈ Σ ∗ , f ∈ F, u0 ∈ Γ ∗ : (q, y, u) `∗ (f, λ, u0 )}.
We get4 P (M ) = [Q]−1 (Acc(Q) ∩ Co-Acc(Q)). A left-linear (resp., right-linear)
grammar for Acc(Q) (resp., Co-Acc(Q)) can be built, and turned into an equivalent NFA with |Q| · (|Γ | + 1) + 1 (resp., |Q| + 2) states. From these two NFA,
an NFA for P (M ) with |Q|2 (|Γ | + 1) + |Q|(2|Γ | + 3) + 2 states is built.
t
u
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Pushdown Store Languages for Special Cases

For restricted models of PDA, we are able to provide NFA for their pushdown
store languages whose size is strictly below the general upper bound in Theorem 1. Namely, we focus on: PDA which never pop a symbol from the pushdown,
stateless PDA (i.e., with a single state [6]), and counter machines (i.e., PDA with
pushdown alphabets having a single symbol Z beside Z0 [6]):
Theorem 2. Let M = hQ, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , Z0 , F i be a PDA of type displayed in the
first column of Table 1. Then, an NFA for P (M ) can be built, whose number of
states is bounded as in the second column. These size bounds are optimal.
PDA type
never popping
stateless
counter machine

Size of NFA for P (M )
|Q| · |Γ | + 1
|Γ | + 1
|Q| + 2

Table 1. Size of NFA accepting pushdown store languages of restricted PDA.

Proof. (outline, see Appendix) For never popping PDA and stateless PDA, the
grammars for Acc(Q) and Co-Acc(Q) in Theorem 1 can be “optimized”. For
counter machines, by pigeonhole arguments on possible pushdown contents, we
prove that P (M ) can be only of the form Z ∗ Z0 or Z h Z0 , with h ≤ |Q|. In all
three cases, PDA witnessing optimality can be exhibited.
t
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Computational Complexity of Decidability Questions

The complexity of deciding some properties of P (M ) for a given PDA M , namely,
finiteness and being subset of Z ∗ Z0 , can be answered by first constructing the
NFA N for P (M ) and then deciding finiteness or inclusion in Z ∗ Z0 for L(N ),
respectively. For the first step, we get (see Appendix):
Theorem 3. Let M = hQ, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , Z0 , F i be a PDA. Then, an NFA for P (M )
can be constructed in deterministic polynomial time.
4

Given A, B ⊆ Σ ∗ , we let A−1 B = {y ∈ Σ ∗ | ∃x ∈ A : xy ∈ B}.
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This leads to P-completeness of the following decision problems:
Theorem 4. Given a PDA M , it is P-complete to decide whether P (M ): (i) is
a finite set, (ii) is a finite set of words having at most length k, for a given k ≥ 1,
(iii) is a subset of Z ∗ Z0 .
Proof. (outline, see Appendix) We consider only point (i). The problem belongs
to P: by Theorem 3, an NFA N for P (M ) is built in polynomial time. Then,
the infiniteness of L(N ) can be decided in NLOGSPACE ⊆ P [8], which is closed
under complementation [7, 11]. Hence, the finiteness of L(N ) can be decided
in NLOGSPACE as well. For completeness, we log-space reduce the emptiness
problem for context-free grammars, which is known to be P-complete [9].
t
u
As a consequence, we get the P-completeness of deciding whether a PDA is
of a certain “nature”. More precisely, a PDA M is of constant height if there
is a constant k ≥ 1 such that, for any word in L(M ), there exists an accepting computation along which the pushdown store never contains more than k
symbols [2, 3]. M is essentially a counter machine [6] if in all of its accepting
computations the pushdown storage is used as a counter. By Theorem 4, we get
Corollary 5. For an unambiguous PDA M , it is P-complete to decide whether
M : (i) is of constant height, (ii) is of constant height k, for a given k ≥ 1. If M
is a PDA, it is P-complete to decide whether it is essentially a counter machine.
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